NEW!

GIVE
YOURSELF A
NEW LIFE,
INDOORS
AND
OUTDOORS.
The Let’sGo Indoor Walker has
become a great success around
the world. An indoor walker
meeting all the demands regarding
quality and environment, support
and safety. ISO certified. Easy to
use
with
numerous
clever
features. A helpful companion at
home, at the hospital or in
retirement homes.

MORE ACCIDENTS
OCCUR AT HOME
Most accidents among
the elderly happen at
home and the number
of accidents increases
rapidly with older age.
Falling accidents at
home can result in
serious injury.
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Why an Indoor Walker?
At old age many need walkers to be able to move safely
outdoors, but few want to use them indoors as they are big,
clumsy, impractical and bring dirt into the home. So a
walking stick is often used which does not replace the safety
that a walker provides.
Now there is a practical solution which has been successful
around the world; the Let’sGo Indoor Walker, created in
Sweden and fulfilling requirements around the world.
It has passed all the tests for quality and environment.
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Let’sGo
Indoor Walker
Measurements
& Weight
Handle
Tray Height
Length
Width
Weight

Practical Fabric Basket Let’sGo

Folding

Accessory basket that is fixed
under the tray with a Velcro band.
Max weight in basket 3kgs

Easy to fold and transport.

79-90cm
68cm
63cm
54cm
6.5kgs

The Benefits!
It is small and easy to use in narrow
spaces, turns easily and gives support
and safety in all situations.
Width only 54cms and weighs only
6.5kgs.
The handle is adjustable from 79 to 90
cms to suit different heights.
Easy to manage brakes that may be
operated with one hand only and the one
brake operates both wheels. And of
course a parking brake.
With a removable plastic tray, use it as a
help in the kitchen as well as for
transporting food & drinks or as a small
table to eat meals from.
Use it as a support if you need to get up
from bed in the middle of the night. Take
it to the bathroom & toilet for added
safety.
It is beautiful and elegant in all detail, but
the most important thing is that it helps
many to a new and more comfortable life.

Worldwide Success.

DVA Approved*

The Let’sGo has been a great success
internationally. Today it is sold in 17
countries from Germany to Australia.
st
Selling over 20,000 units in its 1 Year.

New in 2012!
Let’sGo Out Gives Quality of Life.
Quality of life is to be able to walk outdoors under safe and
comfortable conditions, simply and easily. Therefore we have
developed the Let’sGo Out further to the Let’sGo Indoor Walker.
Many of the features are the same but a few extra features have
been added.

Let’sGo Out is Filled with More Features.
It is light and elegant, both folded and unfolded. It has an X frame
cross folding system which makes it easy to fold, takes up little
space and stands alone when folded.
Big front and rear wheels make it easy to get over curbs and
other obstacles. Even more important is the spring system in the
wheels that gives a smooth movement compensating for stiff
joints.
The Let’sGo Out has soft, comfortable rubber handles that are
adjustable in height from 78 to 96 cms to fit different heights.
It has an easy to manage brake which of course can be locked
and a comfortable seat in imitation leather for strength.
The Let’sGo Out has an elegant design in every aspect.
It will come in two colors:
0120 Black/Silver/Black Seat.
0150 Bronze/Silver/Brown Seat.
-Bag & Back-strap included
0140 Tray Accessory

Measurements & Weight
Handle
Handle Width
Seat Height
Length
Width
Weight

78-96cm
41cm
59cm
64cm
57cm
6.3kgs

Folding
Easy to fold and transport,
Stands by itself when folded.
Let’sGo Out Rollator

Tested and Approved
The Walkers are tested
according to:
ISO 11199-2:2006, approved
as a walker for people
weighing up to 130kgs.

Also CE-marked.

Your Retailer is:

Exclusive Range of Healthcare Innovation

Contact HMR Healthcare for further
information on how to order or
how to stock our exclusive,
must have range.

(03) 9558 4533
www.hmr-healthcare.com.au
contact@hmr-healthcare.com.au

